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Abstract

In several different types of irradiated ceramic BeO, the para-

2+ 2-
magnetic centers are Al , F , and impurity related hold centers. For

Brush Thermalox 995, annealing studies reveal that the prominent, single

TL peak is associated with the decay of the Al and the principal hole

center. The most intense Al resonance absorption and TL are obtained

from the ceramic BeO with the highest aluminum content. The F " center

(Consolidated BeO ceramic) plays an indistinct role in the appearance of

an additional, intense TL peak. Its annealing behavior is very complex.

None of the hole centers and few, if any, of the Al centers

(Thermalox 995) remain at temperatures where TSEE will occur. The centers

responsible for TSEE remain unidentified. The TL and TSEE peaks are

separated sufficiently in temperature to allow the TL to be read prior to

and without affecting the TSEE signal. Thus, TSEE is useful as a

backup for TLD; the dose can be remeasured at a subsequent time. The

technique also permits discrimination between doses of penetrating
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(X - and y- rays) and non-penetrating (3 and a particles) radiations

incident on a single detector.

INTRODUCTION

It has been stated recently (1) that little is known about the

mechanism of TL in BeO. More effort has been made to understand

processes of TSEE in BeO, particularly the role played by activators

(2) (3)(4) and adsorbed gases (5) (6). The primary trapping centers in

the BeO lattice which are the sources of exoelectrons and thermoluminescence

have not, however, been clearly identified, and it is the principal object

of this study to shed more light on the subject. The revealing of such

knowledge is overdue, considering the growing interest in, and the

dosimetric use of, this material.

An earlier study (7) identified the paramagnetic centers in an

irradiated ceramic BeO called Thermalox 995 (Brush Beryllium Co., Elmore,

Ohio) which is a particularly sensitive material for both TL (8)(9) and

TSEE (10) dosimetry. Also, a cursory attempt was made to link (incorrectly)

the TSEE with hole and Al centers. These efforts have been expanded, and

other types of ceramic BeO have been examined.

The TL and TSEE findings lead to useful developments in dosimetry,

and some of the results and implications are presented.

MATERIALS AND APPARATUS

Ceramic BeO disks from Brush, American Lava, and Consolidated

Beryllium Companies, ranging widely in impurity contents, are used in

these experiments. A conventional 100 -kHz spectrometer (Varian 4500)

operating in the X-band is used to obtain the EPR data at roora



temperature. The TL is read on a Radiation Detection Company, Mark IV

reader with a UV sensitive photomultiplier tube with S-13 response

characteristics, and a Corning 754 glass filter. The TSEE data are

taken with a gas-flow GM counter (10).

TRAPPING CENTERS

The EPR signlas from irradiated BeO ceramics at room temperature

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The Consolidated BeO differs from the Brush

and American Lava BeO ceramics in that it contains flourine substitutional

for oxygen. The prominent doublet structure in Fig. 1 is produced by the

2- 19
hyperfine interaction between the trapped electron (F ) with the F

nucleus (I = 1/2). Each component of the doublet is split further into

ten lines by the super-hyperfine interactions involving three equivalent

9
basal Be nuclei (I = 3/2). This same point defect in single crystal

BeO has been characterized fully by Reinberg and Estle (11)•

Each type of ceramic BeO contains aluminum substitutional for

beryllium. Upon irradiation, the Al captures an electron in one of its

basal antibonding orbitals to become the Al center (12). The isotropic

part of the hyperfine coupling is much larger than the anisotropic part so

that the hyperfine spectrum is effectively reduced from 36 to 6 lines

which are widely separated.

The lack of EPR signals prior to irradiation suggests that the point

defects in BeO are donors and acceptors which are precisely compensated.

The EPR lines near g = 2 have hole characteristics (7) and are believed

to be the compensating point defects. The Consolidated BeO produces an

extra signal (Fig. 2) not given by the Brush BeO; it will be seen later that

this center plays an unusual role during fading of the other centers.



The resonance line intensities for the BeO ceramics are obtained by

measuring the line area, correcting for gain and dividing by the sample

mass. The signal intensities per unit mass, normalized to the resonances

from Thermalox 995, are listed in Table 1. The changes, by a factor of two,

are not as great as might be expected for such a wide range of impurity

content. Reinberg (13), however, has pointed out that because of small

size of the beryllium ion and the nearly perfect hexagonal close packing of

the oxygen ions, the BeO lattice might be relatively free of substitutional

positive ion impurities.

It is interesting to note from Fig. 1 and Table 1 that the concentration

of Al centers in Thermalox 995 exposed to tritium is too low for detection

by the EPR spectrometer, while the hole center resonance is weaker (compared

to y irradiation) but still easily detected. The range in BeO of a tritium

beta particle having the mean energy of 6 keV is only about 1000 A. This

points to a deficiency of Al centers, with respect to the hole centers, in

a shallow surface layer of this thickness. The surface region is known to

differ from the bulk in that it is enriched with two of the principal

impurities, silicon and magnesium (2). It is, therefore, not surprising

that the balance between the concentrations of trapping centers should be

different from that which exists in the bulk.

The Consolidated BeO ceramics show a much larger variation in EPR

signal intensities (and types of line) than the Brush ceramic beryllium

oxides. Each, for example, had its own set of different hole type centers

which indicates that the hole centers are impurity related. The normal

2+ 2-
grade, hot-pressed BeO gave strong resonance signals from Al and F ,

whereas the slip-caste BeO in comparison shows no flourine and half as

2+ 2-
much Al , the nuclear grade BeO about half as much F and only 1/30

the Al2+.



Table 1

Relative EPR Signal Strength for BeO Ceramic Exposed

to Saturation Dose of Gamma Radiation

Ceramic BeO Al Hole Centers, g « 2

Thermalox 995 1.0 1.0

BeO 995 with 0.5 wt. % MgO 0.6 0.7

BeO 995 with 0.5 wt. % SiO 0.6 0.8

BeO 995 with 0.5 wt. % Al-,0 1.2 1.2

Thermalox 999 0.7 0.9

Amer5 can Lava JJ j ^

Thermalox 995" 0.0 0.1

Exposed to a saturation dose of beta radiation from H?.



TL AND TSEE

There has already been a considerable volume of published data on the

TL and TSEE glow curves obtained from various types of BeO powder and ceramic

(3)(8)(9)(14) (15). Our principal objective in this study is to link the

2+ 2-
Al , F , and hole traps in ceramic BeO dosimeters with the TL and TSEE.

Consequently, some mention needs to be made of the glow curves from the

specific BeO ceramics used to perform this task.

For the purposes of dosimetry, the Thermalox 995 ceramic performs

most satisfactorily; the TL and TSEE glow curves (Fig. 7) are simple and the

reproducibility is good, both for a group of and for individual detectors

(16)(18). In fact the different Thermalox ceramics produce TL glow curves

of the same general shape although the TL intensity per unit mass varies

by a factor of five (16); the TSEE glow curves show a wider variation (3)

of intensity and structure.

The TL glow curves for the fluorine or non-flourine containing Consolidated

BeO ceramic have been published by Scarpa (17). Disks having nominally

the saire history and impurity content, however, show sizeable differences

in the glow curve structure and intensity (and some give spurious light pulses)

as illustrated in Fig. 3 for normal grade BeO disks. The TSEE glow

curves for the three types of Consolidated BeO ceramic are shown in Fig 4.

These should be termed approximately typical because the same detector read

several times can show considerable differences in response. Also a

group of detectors of the same type of ceramic show a wide variation in

TSEE as is the case for TL.

ANNEALING

Annealing experiments (30 minutes at fixed temperatures) are conducted

with Thermatox 995 BeO and Consolidated normal grade BeO. The ceramic of

choice for radiation dosimetry is the Thermalox 995 for the reasons just



stated. Groups of these radiation detectors are used to obtain the EPR

(Al and hole centers), TL and TSEE fading curves shown in Fig. 5. The

2+
overall picture is quite clear; the principal hole and the Al centers

participate in the TL. There is, however, not a one-to-one correspondence

between the annihilation rates of hole and lauminum centers, and it is the

annealing curve for holes which most closely parallels the decay of TL.

The association of aluminum impurity with the TL is also implied by the

fact that the Thermalox with the highest aluminum content (0.5 wt. %)

also produces the most intense Al resonance absorption (Table 1) and TL

(16).

None of the hole centers and few, if any, of the Al centers contribute

to the TSEE. Our inability to detect che latent exoelectron trapping

centers may, of course, be related to the fact that the surface area of

2
a disk (< 1 cm ) is too low and the depth of the emitting region too shallow,

so that one is attempting to detect paramagnetism in too small a fraction

of the total mass; the sensitivity of the EPR spectrometer is inadequate.

The annealing rate of the hole centers on a semi-log plot reflects

the appearance of a "high temperature" hole center. The approximate

activation energies for the two hole centers are 0.3 and 1.5 eV and 0.5 eV

for the aluminum center.

The completely different TL and TSEE fading rates and glow curve peaks

highlight the independence of the trapping centers involved. This is rather

unusual compared to some other halides, sulphates, and oxides. Sometimes

the correspondence between TI, and TSEE is quite precise, such as for high

purity NaCl single crystal (19) and a phosphate dosimeter glass (19).

Mostly, however, the TL and TSEE agree partially in their characteristics,

e.g., high purity single crystal MgO (19). Sometimes the differences can be

attributed to surface centers caused by sorption which participate only in



the TSEE; BaSO. (20) and BeO powder (6) provide good examples of water

and oxygen sorption states, respectively. Sorbed oxygen, water, and carbon

dioxide are known to play a strange role (5) in ceramic BeO, causing a

suppression of exoelectron emission.

The Consolidated, normal grade BeO is unsatisfactory for the purpose of

dosimetry; the fading rate is considerable even at room temperature (17)

and the reproducibility of response is poor, as stated earlier. Nevertheless,

its annealing characteristics have been examined in some detail in order to

2_
gauge the importance of F and other types of center in TL; the fading

curves are reproduced in Fig. 6. The TSEE fading curve has not been measured

(severe irreproducibility), but reference to Fig. 4 indicates that the fading

should occur at considerably higher temperatures than for TL fading, as is

the case also for Thermalox 995 BeO.

The annealing pathways for four types of paramagnetic center and the

two most prominent TL peaks (167 and 200° C) show complex, interdependent

behaviors. Low temperature TL peaks (Fig. 3) fade rapidly a little above

room temperature and cause a partial "bleaching" of higher temperature TL

peaks and trapping centers. The effect is especially marked for the 200° C

TL peak such that an unusual cross-over subsequently occurs in the annealing

curves for the 167 and 200°C TL peaks. It is difficult to assign the decay

2_
of the F centers to any specific TL. To complicate matters further, a

high temperature trapping center plays a strange role—after showing partial

fading at low temperatures, it grows in intensity when the annealing

temperature is increased to 150 - 200 C.

DOSIMETRY

The TL and TSEE glow curves for Thermalox 995 BeO are each dominated by

a single peak, but these are well separated in temperature; the annealing



curves of Fig. 5 show a separation of 135 C. This property can be made use

of to obtain both the TL and TSEE from a single dosimeter, using different

readers. After reading the TL,, the detector is transferred to the TSEE

reader and read again without a significant fading of the latent exoelectrons

having taken place. In this manner TSEE can be used as a backup for the TLD,

the principal being illustrated in Fig. 7.

TL dosimeters are intrinsically suited to the measurement of x~ and y -

radiations and are intrinsically insensitive to those radiations which are

weakly penetrating. TSEE dosimeters on the other hand are intrinsically

suited for measuring short-range radiations, although they are also very

responsive to penetrating radiations. Thus in a mixed field of penetrating

and non-penetrating radiations, the above mentioned technique provides a

means of measuring both the penetrating and the non-penetrating component

in mixed radiation fields. Feasibility studies have already been conducted

241 14
successfully for low energy beta rays from Pu and C, maximum energy

0.021 and 0.158 MeV, respectively, and alpha particles from Th (4.7 MeV).

Using our gas-flow Geiger counter, the TSEE sensitivity is of the order of

1 and 10 exoelectrons per incident beta and alpha particle, respectively

(values will depend on the efficiency of the reader and the sensitivity of

the detector). The TL sensitivity to these same radiations is less than 1%

of the exoelectron response in each case. Once the detectors are calibrated

for the particular types of radiation to be measured, the discrimination

between penetrating and non-penetrating radiations is accomplished by

subtracting the measured TL dose from the measured TSEE dose.

Applications which are being pursued are monitoring from tritium in

air «nd on surfaces, radon-222 and its daughters, and fast neutrons in

nuclear accident dosimetry.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 EPR signals from two types of BeO ceramic irradiated with

Co Y or tritium 6 rays; lines a are the hyperfine spectrum of the Al

center, lines b are hole centers at g= 2, and lines c are the double 1-

hyperfine (and additional super-hyperfirce) spectrum of the F center.

Fig. 2. EPR signals at gz 2 for two types of BeO ceramic.

Fig. 3. TL glow curves from three disks of Consolidated hot-pressed,

normal grade BeO. The two principal peaks occur at surface temperatures of

167 and 200 C when heating is at 16°/sec.

Fig. 4. TSEE glow curves for three types of BeO ceramic produced by

Consolidated Beryllium, I,td.

Fig. 5. Fading of TL, TSEE arid EPR signals in annealed Thermalox 995

ceramic BeO; the disks have been heated for 30 min. at the indicated

temperatures following gamma irradiation.

Fig 6= Fading of TL and EPR signals in Consolidated normal grade,

hot-pressed ceramic BeO; the irradiated disks are annealed for 30 minutes at

fixed temperatures.

Fig. 7. TL and TSEE read separately on different readers but from the

same dosimeter (Thermalox 995).
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